
WHATdo Lady
Gaga and Cyndi
Lauper have in

common besides being
iconic pop stars
They are both the new

voices of M A C Cosmetics
Viva Glam campaign
Using their celebrity

status the dynamic duo
aims to inspire everyone
to make a difference by
purchasing the Viva Glam lipstick that bears
their signature
With every cent of each Viva Glam going

towards the M A C AIDS Fund they aspire
this to be the lipstick that has the power to
change the world
With these new spokespeople the M A C

AIDS Fund having already raised over
USD 150 million RM490 million to combat
HIV AIDS is giving a voice and support to
women of all ages races and from all walks
of life

We re raising the Viva Glam bar this year
with the voices of two incredible artists says
John Demsey group president of Estee Lauder
Companies and chairman of M A C AIDS Fund

We have one artist that hit the music
industry at the beginning of the HIV AIDS
epidemic in the 1980s and another that is
explosively popular with young people today
They represent different generations that are
equally as affected by this disease and both
are helping to spread the message of the
power of one lipstick adds Dempsey in a
press statement
The new femmes ofViva Glam want to

encourage conversation about the kind of
relationships women want to have and how
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to keep it safe seductive and satisfying
From Our Lips focuses on global HIV hot

spots including South Africa the United
States rural South and Washington D C
It supports programs in regions that are
confronting the complicated causes of HIV
infection in women
and girls Violence
discrimination and
unequal access to
financial and social
resources

I think it s abso
lutely insane that
some people have
fewer rights than
others and I m grate
ful that M A C has decided to

focus on women while I m a VIVA CLAM
Spokesperson enthuses Cyndi Lauper I
have so much to say and so much to share
and I m going to let my lips and lipstick do
the talking
Lady Gaga interjects I ve been familiar

with the campaign and have been wearing
M A C since I was 10 years old To be joining
the likes of iconic former Viva Glam spokes
people is an honor

My new lipstick colour is amazing It s
very me a bluish pink great for everyday a
little bit Eighties I hope that women buy this
lipstick and honor themselves and honor the
cause

The new M A C Viva Glam campaign was
conceived by the company s creative director
James Gager and shot by photographer Ellen

von Unwerth

The lipstick is retailed at RM63 and cur
rently sold at all M A C outlets WILLIAM
KCKEE

»l m going to let my
lips and lipstick do
the talking
CYNDILAUPER
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